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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to clarify sports awareness in players of takkyu 

volley, which has recently become popular as one of the universal sports, 

and, based on the results, to discuss the possible contribution of universal 

sports (=takkyu volley) to an increase in the participation of people with 

disabilities in sports. In this study, a questionnaire survey was carried out 

with questions on the frequency of playing sports (any sport), purpose of 

playing sports, and images of and expectations from three different sports 

(universal sports/takkyu volley/wheelchair basketball) among 148 takkyu 

volley players and 62 wheelchair basketball players, and the results were 

compared.  

The main results are as follows. Takkyu volley players and wheelchair 

basketball players played sports to have fun and to achieve victory, 

respectively. The players of both types of sports had similar images of 

takkyu volley and universal sports; however, those images were different 

from their images of wheelchair basketball. Although there was no 

significant difference in the expectations from takkyu volley and 

wheelchair basketball between takkyu volley players and wheelchair 

basketball players, takkyu volley players expected to relax their body and 

mind while wheelchair basketball players expected to improve their skills 

by playing universal sports. Takkyu volley players feel there is value in 

enjoying sports lightly while wheelchair basketball players find value for 

obtaining something by playing sports. 

The above results indicate that widespread implementation of universal 

sports that have similar characteristics (e.g., image) to takkyu volley may 

lead to an increase in the participation of people with disabilities in sports. 
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